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File Name:  
mgmprof_ymm.xdr  “y” is the last digit of the year, “”mm” is the month  
For example: mgmprof_707.xdr---July 1997; mgmprof_203.xdr---March 2002) 
 
To Read the Data in IDL: 
IDL> restore, ‘mgmprof_707.xdr’, /verbose 
After you read the data, you can use the variables in your plotting or analysis 
 
Overall Description:  
Monthly mean data gridded onto evenly-spaced (longitude and latitude in degree) grid 
cells (e.g., 144 x 91 for GEOS-CHEM grid cells, or 250 x 135 for CMAQ grid cells over 
the CMAQ domain) using a spherical area-weight tessellation algorithm. 
 
The data contains monthly mean ozone profiles (nl layers) of partial column ozone (DU), 
a priori profiles, retrieval averaging kernels, total, stratospheric, and tropospheric column  
ozone, pressure, altitude, and temperature profiles (at nl+1 levels, a layer is bounded by 
two levels),  tropopause and surface pressure, the index of tropopause in the profile, and 
other diagnostic information (e.g., surface albedo, cloud fraction, cloud top pressure, 
fitting residual, degree of freedom for signals in the atmosphere and troposphere).  Most 
of the variables are associated with their uncertainties (smoothing and random errors) and 
monthly variability (1σ). 
 
Individual data with cloud fraction greater than 0.8 and large fitting residuals have been 
filtered out in generating the monthly mean data. 
 
Individual variables: (Note the index in array is based on IDL, which 
starts from 0 instead of 1) 
NLON           INT         =      144              ; 144 longitudes 
NLAT            INT         =       91              ; 91 latitudes  
NL                 INT         =       24              ; 24 layers and 25 levels 
LONS            FLOAT   = Array[nlon]     ; center longitude in the longitude direction 
LATS             FLOAT  = Array[nlat]       ;  center latitude in the latitude direction 
 
OZPROF        FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, nl, 3]             ; (DU) 
Retrieved ozone profiles of partial column ozone at nl layers (from top of the atmosphere 
to surface), its mean retrieval errors (smoothing + random errors), and monthly variability 
(1σ). zone profile: ozprof(*, *, *, 0); standard deviation: ozprof(*, *, *, 1); 1σ: ozprof(*, 
*, *, 2) 
 
OZAPROF         FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, nl, 2]           ; (DU)            



A priori ozone profiles and standard deviation (there is no monthly variability since we 
use the monthly mean climatology). 
 
PPROF           FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, nl+1]               ; pressure profile (mb) 
TPROF           FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, nl+1]               ; temperature profile (K) 
ZPROF           FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, nl+1]               ; altitude profile (km) 
nlon longitudes x nlat latitudes x nl+1 levels (from top to down) 
 
 
PS              FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]               ; surface pressure (mb) and 1σ 
PT              FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]               ; tropopause pressure (mb) and 1σ 
NTP             INT       = Array[nlon, nlat]                      ; index for tropopause in the profile 
For example, if ntp = 18, then pprof(18) is the tropopause pressure,  
                      ozprof(*, *, 18:23, 0) are ozone values in the troposphere 
 
column ozone and uncertainty: (*, *, 0) is the, value (*, *, 1) is the uncertainty, and 
value(*, *, 2) is the 1σ monthly variability 
SCO             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 3]       ; stratospheric column ozone (DU) 
TCO             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 3]       ; tropospheric column ozone (DU)  
TOZ             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 3]        ; total column ozone (DU) 
 
ALB            FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]     ; surface albedo (range:0-1) and 1σ 
CFRAC       FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]     ; cloud fraction  (range:0-1) and 1σ 
CTP             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]     ; cloud top pressure (mb) and 1σ 
DFS             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]      
degree of freedom for signal in the whole  atmosphere  (unitless) and 1σ 
TDFS             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat, 2]      
degree of freedom for signal in the troposphere  (unitless) and 1σ 
RES             FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat]      ; average fitting residuals (%) 
 
AVGK        FLOAL = ARRAY[nlon, nlat, nl, nl]  
Mean retrieval averaging kernels.     Note: the last index (e.g., avgk(30, 40, *, 2)) means 
the row of averaging kernels at layer 2 and the second last index (e.g., avgk(30, 40, 2, *)) 
means the column of averaging kernels at layer 2. 
 
TOTAREA  FLOAT     = Array[nlon, nlat]   
Total weighted area used in the calculation of monthly mean for a grid cell 
 
UNITAREA  FLOAT     = 5.0   
Approximate surface area of a grid cell (longitude interval * latitude interval) 
 
NMEAS  INT     = Array [nlon, 1nlat]   
Number of measurements used in calculating the monthly mean for each grid cell 
 
Cells with no meaningful data are filled with -99.9.  In addition, it is better to set values 
to -99.9 for these cells whose TOTAREA are less than several times (>=1) of the 



UNITAREA and whose NMEAS are greater than some threshold value (>=1) because 
these monthly mean are calculated from a limited number of individual measurements. 
 
 Notes about converting DU to PPBV 
The partial column ozone O3,i (DU) can be easily converted to mean mixing ratio O3,i 
(ppbv) at each layer using the following formula (by assuming ozone is well mixed in 
that layer, there is no need to use the temperature) 
O3,i (ppbv) = 1.251 × O3,i (DU) / (Pi+1 - Pi ) × 1013.25 × (R / (R + Zmid, i))2 
Where Pi+1, Pi are the pressure in mb at two levels bounding layer i, and R is the radius of 
earth, and Zmid,i is the average altitude of that that layer.  This formula is accurate to 
better than 1%. 
 
Similarly, tropospheric column ozone can be converted mean mixing ratio by using 
tropopause and surface pressure.  Using mixing ratio has certain advantages over using 
tropospheric column ozone by reducing the variability simply due to the tropopause and 
surface pressure. 
 
Notes about averaging kernels and applying retrieval averaging kernels 
during intercomparison 
 
Let’s omit the first two indices of AVGK and denote AVGK as A, and use i for column 
and j for row (IDL style) then 
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 i.e., the sensitivity of retrieved partial column ozone (DU) at layer j to the 

change in ozone (DU) at layer i (from the a priori column ozone). Averaging kernels 
indicate retrieval sensitivity and the vertical resolution of retrievals.   Note the averaging 
kernels for different units (e.g., DU or ppbv) are different, the DU/DU does not cancel 
out because the conversion from DU to ppbv varies with altitude (e.g. resulting from 
different T, P). 
 
When comparing with measurements/model simulations that have much better vertical 
resolution than GOME retrievals.  Then we should apply GOME retrieval averaging 
kernels to the high-resolution data so that we are comparing the same data (e.g., data at 
the same vertical resolution). 
 
The steps to apply retrieval averaging kernels are: 

Ø Convert/Integrate/interpolate the high-resolution ozone profile to GOME retrieval 
altitude grid in partial column ozone (DU) 

Ø In case, the high-resolution profile does not cover the GOME altitude range, then 
you need to augment the high-resolution profile (ozonesonde only up to ~35 km, 
SAGE only down to ~10-15 km) with other data (e.g., monthly mean SAGE or 
climatological profiles from GOME retrievals).  

Ø Applying retrieval averaging kernels: 
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 'X  is the high-resolution profile convolved with GOME averaging kernels 
 tX  is the high-resolution profile converted to GOME retrieval altitude grids 

aX  is the a priori profile used in GOME retrievals 
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